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Note: This Issue Brief primarily addresses technical and strategic issues related to North Korea’s nuclear
weapons program. For more on the history of negotiations and diplomacy regarding the North’s nuclear
program, see the NCNK Issue Brief on US-DPRK Relations.* For more on North Korea’s ballistic missile
program, which has developed in tandem with the country’s nuclear arsenal, see the NCNK Issue Brief on
the North Korean Ballistic Missile Program.†

Introduction
Despite years of international condemnation, diplomacy, and pressure, North Korea has
succeeded in amassing an arsenal of dozens of nuclear weapons, and is poised for further
expansion of this arsenal – in terms of both size and sophistication – in the future. The country’s
sixth and most recent nuclear test featured a yield in the hundreds of kilotons, indicating that
Pyongyang may have succeeded in developing a thermonuclear device. Many experts also
believe that Pyongyang has also achieved the capability to produce nuclear warheads that are
sufficiently compact to be paired atop ballistic missiles, although North Korea may not yet have
mastered all of the technologies necessary to produce a long-range missile that could reliably
deliver a nuclear warhead to the continental United States. Furthermore, North Korea is
increasing its stockpile of fissile material through both uranium enrichment and plutonium
production programs, is developing a wide array of more sophisticated delivery systems, and
has begun to articulate a nuclear posture which stresses its willingness to escalate a conflict.
Pyongyang’s nuclear ambitions stretch back decades. North Korea signed a civil nuclear
agreement with the Soviet Union in 1959, and a few years later received assistance from Moscow
in constructing a research reactor near the town of Yongbyon. Through the 1960s and 70s, as
South Korea hosted U.S. tactical nuclear weapons and engaged in nascent nuclear weapons
research of its own, North Korean leader Kim Il Sung repeatedly expressed an interest in
acquiring nuclear weapons as a guarantor of the country’s strategic autonomy.1 Beginning in 1979,
North Korea began construction of a 5 MWe experimental nuclear reactor at Yongbyon – a
Magnox-type reactor which could operate on natural uranium and produce weapons-grade
plutonium. Under Soviet pressure, North Korea acceded to the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
in 1985, but did not allow IAEA monitors into the country until 1992, and ultimately withdrew
from the agreement in 2003.
As the North Korean nuclear program came under increasing international scrutiny in the early
1990s, and Pyongyang faced economic collapse at home and the loss of its longtime allies and
patrons abroad, North Korea’s nuclear program became the subject of intense international
diplomacy. Under Kim Jong Il, North Korea leveraged its nuclear program to help achieve some
of its diplomatic and economic objectives, at times offering limited nuclear concessions in return
for economic aid and the prospect of improved relations with the United States. After the
succession of power to Kim Jong Un, North Korea adopted a policy of byungjin – or simultaneous
development of the economy and nuclear weapons – and moved swiftly to develop its nuclear
*
†

https://www.ncnk.org/resources/briefing-papers/all-briefing-papers/history-u.s.-dprk-relations
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weapons as well as the long-range missiles to deliver them. Increasingly, North Korea has also
become selectively transparent about its nuclear program, using nuclear tests, military parades,
and media releases in order to establish credibility about its claims of having a functional nuclear
deterrent. Kim’s recent reported offers to discuss the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula
represents a significant about-face in North Korea’s approach to diplomacy over its nuclear
program, but the ultimate ramifications of this maneuver remain to be seen.

The Plutonium Program
North Korea’s gas-graphite 5 MWe experimental nuclear reactor at the Yongbyon nuclear
complex began operating in 1986 and has served as the centerpiece of its plutonium production
efforts.2 By 1990, North Korea began operating a reprocessing plant to separate plutonium from
spent fuel at the 5 MWe plant, producing up to 10 kilograms of plutonium by 1994 – possibly
enough for one or two crude nuclear weapons. In the early 1990s, North Korea also began
construction of two larger gas-graphite reactors: a 50 MWe reactor at Yongbyon and a 200 MWe
reactor at nearby Taechon.
Plutonium production halted when operations at the 5 MWe plant and reprocessing facility, as
well as construction of the larger reactors, were frozen under the 1994 Agreed Framework with
the United States. However, following the collapse of this agreement in 2002, North Korea
resumed operation of the 5 MWe reactor and began reprocessing spent fuel rods to produce
plutonium. (Significant construction at the larger reactor sites did not resume.)3 After operating
for several years, the 5 MWe reactor was shut down and partially disabled in 2008, an action taken
as a part of the Six Party Talks process. In the most visible part of this process, North Korea
demolished the reactor’s cooling tower in June 2008.
In April 2013, several years after the Six Party Talks collapsed, North Korea announced its
intention to rebuild and restart the disabled reactor.4 By September of that year, North Korea
appears to have restarted operations, and by 2016 the U.S. Director of National Intelligence
indicated that North Korea was preparing to begin reprocessing fuel from the reactor to produce
plutonium.5 The 5 MWe reactor is estimated to be capable of producing up to 6 kilograms of
plutonium per year, although it is unclear whether it is operating at full capacity. 6 Satellite
imagery has indicated that the reactor may be operating only sporadically, due to aging
infrastructure and problems with the reactor’s new cooling system; the radiochemical laboratory,
where spent fuel from the reactor is reprocessed to extract plutonium, has also appeared to be
operating intermittently.7 Additionally, North Korea may be using the 5 MWe reactor, or other
facilities at the Yongbyon nuclear complex, to produce isotopes necessary for thermonuclear
weapons.8
North Korea’s experimental light water reactor (ELWR) under construction at Yongbyon may
provide a second route for plutonium production. Pyongyang first announced that it would
construct a light-water reactor in 2009, in conjunction with its uranium enrichment plans; the
following year, a team of U.S. experts was shown the 25 to 30 MWe reactor under construction.9
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As of the time of writing, the reactor is not yet operational, but external construction appears to
be complete and preliminary testing may have recently begun.10 While Pyongyang has publicly
stated that the ELWR is intended for energy production, one report speculates that if the reactor
were configured for producing weapons-grade plutonium and commensurate modifications
were made to Yongbyon radiochemical laboratory, North Korea could eventually produce up to
about 20 kg of plutonium a year.11
Recent estimates of North Korea’s plutonium stockpile range from 20 to 40 kilograms. These
estimates vary based on uncertainties about North Korea’s plutonium production prior to 1994
and after 2013, as well as a lack of information about how much plutonium may have been
expended during each of North Korea’s nuclear tests. If this stockpile were to be converted into
plutonium-based fission devices, it would be enough for 5 to 17 bombs. However, because of
North Korea’s relatively constrained ability to produce plutonium relative to its production of
highly-enriched uranium (HEU), as well as for technical reasons, it is possible that North Korea
uses a composite core of plutonium and HEU in its nuclear weapons.12

Uranium Enrichment
North Korea began receiving centrifuge-related equipment and know-how from the A.Q. Khan
network beginning in the mid-to-late 1990s, providing the country with a path to enrich uranium
for use in nuclear weapons. 13 North Korea may also have opened a secret centrifuge research and
development facility at an underground aircraft base around this time.14 By the late 1990s, U.S.
policymakers began to suspect that the DPRK was acquiring uranium enrichment technology,
and the U.S. confronted North Korea about this issue during a 2002 meeting in Pyongyang. After
this encounter, the U.S. delegation stated that North Korea admitted to having a uranium
enrichment program, while North Korea subsequently denied any such admission or the
existence of an enrichment program.15 Even as the Six Party Talks process led to the disablement
of North Korea’s 5 MWe reactor in 2008, the DPRK continued to deny the existence of a highly
enriched uranium program.16
Following its second nuclear test in 2009, North Korea announced that it would commence
enriching uranium, and that “enough success has been made in developing uranium enrichment
technology” to produce fuel for its experimental light-water reactor.17 In 2010, a U.S. delegation
visited a newly-built enrichment facility at Yongbyon, which it described as a “modern, small
industrial-scale” facility that, unlike other North Korean nuclear facilities, was “ultra-modern and
clean.” The chief process engineer at the enrichment facility told the delegation that it was
operational, enriching uranium to an average level of 3.5% (a low level of enrichment standard
for light-water reactor fuel), and contained 2,000 centrifuges with a capacity of 8,000 kg separative
work units per year.18 Based on this output level and North Korea’s historical involvement with
the A.Q. Khan network, analysts believe that North Korea’s centrifuge design is based on the
second-generation Pakistani P2 model.19 In 2013, satellite imagery revealed that the centrifuge
facility had been expanded with a new roof covering roughly twice the area of the previous one,
hypothetically allowing the building to house up to 2,000 additional centrifuges.
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Given the sophistication of the Yongbyon enrichment facility and the speed with which it was
constructed, many analysts suspect that the country has a second production-scale uranium
enrichment facility.20 The possibility of such a facility existing makes it difficult to estimate North
Korea’s production of weapons-grade uranium (WGU), and would also complicate any future
efforts to freeze North Korean fissile material production or account for its nuclear stockpile.
Estimates of North Korea’s overall enrichment capacity and WGU stockpiles hinge on the
existence and scale of such a secret facility, as well as factors such as the total number,
sophistication, and operability of North Korea’s centrifuges. Additionally, if North Korea is
producing low-enriched uranium to power its ELWR, this would also impinge on its WGU
production.
One important question about North Korea’s enrichment capabilities centers on its ability to
domestically produce key components for centrifuges, or to procure these components from
abroad despite a tightening sanctions regime. North Korea appears to have succeeded in
procuring or developing the specialized machine tools that are necessary for producing key
components for centrifuges, as well as for missile engines. However, experts continue to debate
the extent to which North Korea’s enrichment program relies on the procurement of foreign
components, and therefore whether improved sanctions enforcement and export controls could
significantly impede North Korea’s production of WGU.21
Estimates of North Korea’s overall enrichment capacity and WGU stockpiles hinge on the
existence and scale of such a secret facility, as well as questions regarding the number, operability,
and output of its centrifuges at Yongbyon. A 2017 report by the Institute for Science and
International Security estimated HEU production at Yongbyon to be between 38 and 93 kilograms
per year (with a median estimate of 58 kilograms), and judged the extant stockpile produced by
this facility at 115 to 276 (median 175) kilograms of weapons-grade uranium. The report estimates
that if a second production-scale facility exists, North Korea’s uranium stockpile would be in the
range of 404 to 1071 kilograms, with a median estimate of 644 kilograms.22 A report by a separate
group of specialists, which assumes enrichment at both known and suspected facilities, estimates
North Korean WGU production at approximately 150 kilograms per year, with the inventory
being very roughly estimated between 200 and 450 kilograms.23 (These reports estimate that a
North Korean uranium-based fission device would use approximately 15-25 kilograms of WGU,
placing their potential stockpile at between 13-30 weapons and 10-25 weapons, respectively.)

Weaponization and Tests
To date, North Korea has conducted six underground nuclear tests at its Punggye-ri testing site,
demonstrating an increasing yield and claiming greater technical sophistication with each test.
North Korea’s most recent test was particularly large, providing credibility (but not proof) to
Pyongyang’s claim to have developed a two-stage thermonuclear weapon, or hydrogen bomb.
While the existence, size, and usability of a North Korean hydrogen bomb remain matters of
speculation, analysts have increasingly agreed that North Korea is likely able to produce
fission-based weapons that are compact enough to fit atop a ballistic missile. (Although North
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Korea may be able to deliver a nuclear warhead with a medium-range missile, it has not yet
proven the ability to overcome the technical challenges associated with pairing a nuclear
warhead to an intercontinental ballistic missile.) After North Korea’s sixth nuclear test and the
subsequent test of a Hwasong-15 ICBM, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un announced that
North Korea “finally realized the great historic cause of completing the state nuclear force.”24
North Korea’s first two tests, which took place in 2006 and 2009, likely used plutonium-based
devices and had yields of under 1 kiloton and 2-7 kilotons, respectively.25 (For comparison, the
plutonium-based weapon dropped on Nagasaki in 1945 had a yield of 21 kilotons.) One possible
reason for the low yield in the first two nuclear tests is that North Korea may have tested relatively
sophisticated implosion devices that only required a small amount of plutonium, seeking to
quickly develop a miniaturized nuclear warhead rather than prove a more rudimentary design.
In 2008, as part of a declaration of its past nuclear activities, North Korea reported that its first
nuclear test used only 2 kg of plutonium; if true, this would indicate a relatively advanced
weapon design, one which would be more likely to fizzle in an initial test than a more basic
design.26 Some analysts believe that North Korea could have received warhead designs from the
A.Q. Khan network in addition to centrifuges.27 Alternatively, A.Q. Khan has alleged that North
Korea developed advanced warhead designs as early as 1999, although experts question the
truthfulness of his testimony.28
The yield for North Korea’s third test, in 2013, was higher – one expert estimated it to be roughly
between 5 to 15 kilotons – and Pyongyang’s Korea Central News Agency (KNCA) subsequently
described it as a “smaller and light A-bomb unlike the previous ones, yet with great explosive
power” in an apparent claim that its nuclear weapons could be miniaturized.29 In January 2016,
North Korea claimed to have successfully tested a “smaller H-bomb,” marking the country’s
fourth nuclear test.30 Given the low yield of the test – estimated at six kilotons – this claim was
met with considerable skepticism, with analysts speculating that North Korea had either
conducted an unsuccessful test of a two-stage weapon; tested a “boosted fission” weapon
incorporating a small amount of fusion fuel to increase its yield; or was simply bluffing.31 North
Korea’s fifth test, in September 2016, had a larger yield – estimated at between 15 to 20 kilotons –
and was accompanied by a KCNA claim that it incorporated a nuclear warhead design
standardized for use on ballistic missiles.32
As North Korea’s testing program has advanced, there has been a growing consensus among
analysts – supported by both leaked and on-the-record statements by the U.S., South Korean, and
Japanese governments – that the country has likely succeeded in developing a warhead compact
enough to fit atop a ballistic missile.33 In March 2016, North Korean state media published a series
of photos of Kim Jong Un inspecting a miniaturized nuclear warhead, in order to bolster its claims
of having achieved this capability.34 It is uncertain whether North Korea’s most recent fissionbased nuclear tests have used plutonium, highly enriched uranium, or a composite fuel; the use
of a composite core would allow North Korea to make the most efficient use of its relatively
constrained plutonium stockpile and to produce smaller, more powerful bombs, but presents a
technical challenge.35
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North Korea’s sixth nuclear test, conducted in September 2017, was by far the largest, with most
estimates of its yield ranging from 120 to 250 kilotons.36 KCNA claimed that the sixth test was of
an “H-bomb” meant “to be placed at the payload of the ICBM,” and released images of what
appeared to be a two-stage Teller-Ulam design thermonuclear weapon, compact enough to fit in
a missile’s re-entry vehicle. 37 The higher yield indicated that the test was of something more
advanced than a pure fission device – it could have been either a boosted fission device or a true
multistage thermonuclear device. The size of the device (and therefore the veracity of the images
released by KCNA) also remains unknown; it is therefore uncertain whether North Korea can
miniaturize advanced nuclear devices as well as simple fission bombs, as there are unique
technical challenges associated with miniaturizing thermonuclear devices. Additionally, even
though North Korea claimed that this device could be detonated “at high altitudes for superpowerful EMP attack,” experts have expressed skepticism both at North Korea’s technical
capacity for such an endeavor and at the strategic value it would provide.38
There are no public estimates of the number of advanced nuclear devices North Korea may
possess, and estimates of the overall size of the country’s nuclear arsenal and fissile material
stockpile vary considerably. A U.S. intelligence community assessment read to the Washington
Post assessed that North Korea could have up to 60 nuclear devices in its arsenal, as of August
2017.39 However, this claim has been challenged by nongovernment experts including Siegfried
Hecker, who maintains that fissile material estimates limit the size of North Korea’s nuclear
arsenal at between 20 to 25 devices with production rate of about six or seven devices per year.40
David Albright, in Congressional testimony, has also indicated that his full estimated range was
between 18 and 53 weapons, with 23 to 39 weapons being the most statistically realistic, and with
enough fissile material produced for an additional three to five weapons each year.41 In 2015, a
closed-door analysis by Chinese nuclear experts, reported on by the Wall Street Journal, estimated
that North Korea then had 20 nuclear weapons in its arsenal, but could have 75 weapons by 2020.42

Nuclear Proliferation to Other Countries
As Pyongyang’s nuclear arsenal has expanded, the prospect of North Korean proliferation of
nuclear technology abroad has been a growing concern. The 2018 U.S. Nuclear Posture Review
states that “in addition to nuclear threats enabled by North Korea’s development of nuclear
weapons and delivery systems, North Korea poses a ‘horizontal’ proliferation threat as a potential
source of nuclear weapons or nuclear materials for other proliferators.” 43 There are several
examples of demonstrated or suspected North Korean nuclear cooperation with foreign countries,
as well as a history of North Korean missile proliferation to other countries.
The best-documented case of North Korean proliferation of nuclear technology concerns
Pyongyang’s cooperation with Syria in the construction of the al-Kibar nuclear reactor in the
early-to-mid 2000s. This reactor, built with North Korean technical assistance, had a design very
similar to that of North Korea’s 5 MWe reactor at Yongbyon.44 Several North Korean scientists
were reportedly present at the facility when it was destroyed by an Israeli airstrike in 2007.45 In a
prior instance of nuclear proliferation, North Korea likely collaborated with the A.Q. Khan
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network to send uranium hexafluoride to Libya prior to Tripoli’s 2003 decision to dismantle its
WMD programs.46
Additionally, some analysts have speculated that North Korea may have engaged in nuclear
cooperation with Iran, in light of the two countries’ past collaboration on the development of
ballistic missiles and a 2012 agreement between Pyongyang and Tehran to cooperate on science
and technology. 47 There have been multiple media reports alleging various forms of nuclear
cooperation between Iran and North Korea, but such reports have tended to rely only on
anonymous sources and remain unconfirmed. 48 U.S. officials, as well as reports from the
International Atomic Energy Agency and the UN Panels of Experts on Iran and North Korea
sanctions, have not publicly confirmed any instances of North Korean nuclear cooperation with
Iran.49
North Korea has denied having proliferated nuclear technology abroad, and has stated that it
would not do so in the future, albeit sometimes with hedged language. In a speech to the Seventh
Workers’ Party Congress in 2017, Kim Jong Un said that his country would “faithfully observe
our commitments to nuclear non-proliferation, which we have made before the international
community, and strive for global denuclearization.”50 Previously, Pyongyang had indicated that
its willingness to abide by international nonproliferation principles would be dependent on “the
improvement of relations with hostile nuclear states.”51
A separate proliferation worry is the prospect that South Korea or Japan could choose to develop
their own nuclear arsenals to deter North Korean nuclear threats, which would deal a major blow
to the global nonproliferation regime. Several analysts have also expressed concern over the
possible proliferation (or use) of North Korean nuclear weapons arising from internal instability
or a collapse scenario. In such a contingency North Korean nuclear weapons, fissile material, or
nuclear scientists could escape from established chains of custody, and preventing their diversion
to other states or non-state actors would be a complex and difficult task for the global
community.52

North Korea’s Nuclear Posture and Strategic Goals
Under Kim Jong Il, Pyongyang may have viewed its nuclear weapons program at least partially
as a political or diplomatic tool to be leveraged at the negotiating table in order to obtain
concessions or foreign assistance. However, the DPRK’s line on negotiating over its nuclear
program has hardened considerably in recent years. North Korea has repeatedly declared that its
nuclear program is not “a bargaining chip to be exchanged for something else,” and has
announced its intent to expand its nuclear forces “qualitatively and quantitatively until the
denuclearization of the world is realized.”53 In recent high-level meetings, however, Kim Jong Un
reportedly reversed course by indicating a willingness to engage in talks about the
denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula, though the long-term implications of this shift in stance
remain to be seen.
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In line with Kim Jong Un’s byungjin policy, North Korea has taken measures to solidify the
institutional footing of its nuclear weapons program and, in certain ways, to mimic the practices
and rhetoric of established nuclear powers. 54 In 2012, North Korea revised its constitution to
declare itself a “nuclear state,” and also established the KPA’s Strategic Rocket Command as an
independent service on par with other service branches of the military. (This command was later
renamed the Strategic Rocket Force and in May 2014 became the Strategic Force.)55 North Korean
media has emphasized Kim Jong Un’s personal oversight of the Strategic Force, reporting
frequently on him giving guidance to tests of new missile systems and to drills of apparent
practice for nuclear warfighting with existing systems.56 In late 2017 Kim Jong Un announced that
the test of the Hwasong-15 ICBM and the sixth nuclear test marked the establishment of a
permanent deterrent and the “completion” of the state nuclear forces.57 Nonetheless, a number of
additional North Korean missile systems appear to remain under development, and questions
remain about the capabilities and reliability of the country’s ICBMs.
Although North Korea has not formally declared a nuclear doctrine, as most other nuclear states
have, in 2013 Pyongyang adopted a “Law on Consolidating the Position of Nuclear Weapons
State,” which declared the country to be “a full-fledged nuclear weapons state” and provided the
outlines of its nuclear posture.58 This law incorporates a declaratory stance on the conditions
under which North Korea would use its nuclear weapons, saying that they will be employed for
“deterring and repelling the aggression and attack of the enemy against the DPRK and dealing
deadly retaliatory blows at the strongholds of aggression” – indicating intent for use against both
military and civilian targets. The law also indicates that the DPRK considers both nuclear
weapons states and their allies to be potential targets for its nuclear weapons, and does not
include a “no first use” stance. It articulates a highly centralized command and control structure,
stating that the country’s nuclear weapons may only be used upon “a final order of the Supreme
Commander of the Korean People’s Army” (i.e. Kim Jong Un).59
Subsequent high-level North Korean statements on nuclear targeting and strategy have provided
further hints into the country’s doctrine and demonstrated internal consistency in some aspects
of Pyongyang’s nuclear rhetoric, even as these statements also contain significant areas of
ambiguity or contradiction.60 North Korea has consistently indicated that it would be willing to
use nuclear weapons first in a conflict, and to use them preemptively if an attack appeared
imminent. Pyongyang has also indicated that it intends to practice what Western strategists call
“deterrence by denial” – the use of nuclear weapons to stymie or defeat military threats – as well
as “deterrence by punishment,” or the use of nuclear weapons to annihilate civilian populations
in response to an attack. A 2016 KCNA statement, for example, reported on Kim Jong Un leading
a missile training exercise simulating “preemptive strikes at ports and airfields in the operational
theater in south Korea where the U.S. imperialists nuclear war hardware is to be hurled.” 61 At
least one North Korean statement has also suggested the use of a two-stage escalation ladder,
saying that if it appeared that the U.S. or South Korea were preparing to strike Pyongyang, North
Korea would first preemptively launch a strike to decapitate South Korea’s leadership, and would
target U.S. bases in Asia and the U.S. mainland in a “second striking operation” if the U.S. did
not subsequently back down.62
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Of course, Pyongyang’s public signals about its nuclear posture do not necessarily match its
operational stance, but may instead reflect long-term program aspirations and the more
immediate desire to deter limited conventional strikes. Nonetheless, as both analysts and highlevel defectors have pointed out, North Korea has both the incentive structure and military
culture in place that would prioritize escalation in the face of conflict or even a limited strike.63 In
the early stages of a military conflict, North Korean leaders would likely find themselves in a “use
it or lose it” scenario regarding their nuclear arsenal, and may believe that the threat (or reality)
of nuclear escalation would be the only way to stave off an unwinnable conventional war.
However, to fully implement a strategy of “asymmetric escalation” – threatening the use of
tactical nuclear weapons in response to a conventional attack while keeping its ICBM force in
reserve to maintain strategic deterrence – North Korea would first need to make further progress
in enhancing the size and sophistication of its nuclear arsenal, and would furthermore have to
decentralize its nuclear command-and-control systems (which would cut across the grain of the
country’s highly centralized leadership system).64
Some scholars have argued that there is cold logic to North Korea’s pursuit of nuclear weapons,
as having a nuclear arsenal provides the surest guarantee of regime security. 65 However, in
addition to this deterrent role, North Korea’s nuclear program may also be connected to other
long-term strategic goals. Some analysts have argued that, for decades, North Korea’s ultimate
strategic goal has been to leverage its nuclear program to normalize relations with the United
States, with Pyongyang seeking security guarantees and an end to what it calls the U.S. “hostile
policy” of sanctions, military exercises with Seoul, and human rights criticism.66 In North Korea’s
domestic context, the nuclear program has also played an important role in legitimizing the rule
of Kim Jong Un, and – if one assumes that North Korea’s ambitions are ultimately defensive in
nature – the development of a credible nuclear deterrent could enable Pyongyang to cut back on
conventional military forces in order to redirect resources into the civilian economy.67
More recently, there has been a growing number of Washington policy analysts – echoed by some
members of the Trump administration – who have articulated a far more malevolent
interpretation of Pyongyang’s strategic intentions, claiming that the goal of North Korea’s nuclear
program is to split the U.S.-ROK alliance and ultimately force unification on Pyongyang’s terms.68
While this thesis is the subject of a vigorous debate, North Korea experts across the political
spectrum have stressed that Kim Jong Un is not suicidal and would recognize the extreme risk
inherent to initiating a nuclear conflict. For these reasons, these experts have argued strongly
against the notion of a preventative strike against North Korea – which would be unlikely to
eliminate its nuclear arsenal and could easily lead to escalation and massive casualties – and have
generally advocated in favor of U.S. policies stressing deterrence, sanctions, and close
coordination with allies in Seoul and Tokyo. Many have also called for enhanced diplomatic
efforts to freeze or roll back North Korea’s nuclear program before it fully develops a reliable
ICBM capability.69
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